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What's New
As of August 31, 2012
 
Here's a quick update of what's new from New Road Map Foundation, hosts
of FinancialIntegrity.org and the Simple Living Forum. These community-created websites are the "go-to" place
for people who are integrating financial integrity into their lives by aligning their financial lifestyles with their
personal values and goals.   

Spreading the Word: Sept. 21-23 Webinar about Teaching the Financial Integrity Program

For those who have been using the 9 step program for six months or more, NRM President Rose Hughes will
lead practitioners through "best practices" for teaching the program to others in a way that truly integrates the
material into people's daily lives.  A three-session webinar enables you to participate from your own location at
convenient times.  

Trainers will leave the webinar with information from a seasoned community instructor, including: 

Practical worthwhile tools geared toward your specific audiences

Increased confidence and understanding teaching the FI principles

Tips for creating a supportive group atmosphere 

Cost is US$50, payable via Paypal for international participants.  Times subject to change depending on
participant time zones but tentatively scheduled for 6-9pm Friday, 11am-2pm Saturday, and 4-7pm Sunday
 (USA Eastern Time).  Email register@financialintegrity.org to sign up or with any questions.

Money & Life

In June, New Road Map co-sponsored a 3-day, high-impact convergence of economic innovators and financial
integrity practitioners in the Pacific Northwest, USA.  

Discussions and exercises pivoted off the rough-cut preview of a new documentary, Money & Life, scheduled
for release in January 2013.  Now at the film's website you can see the preview and many of the informative
and inspiring interviews from innovative economic thinkers that inform the film.  This overview of our collective
relationship with money is grounded in stories of individuals who have been at the mercy of recent bad times
and risen up to a new, empowered engagement with their own personal economics.

In the words of participants, it was   "...people in deep and authentic inquiry about the role of currency in their
own lives and the worlds in which they live."  "A gathering of action-oriented new economy makers," creating "a
new sense of community whose work can complement my own."  If you would like to be involved in organizing
a similar gathering in your area, contact us.
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On The Wiki

Member Profile: The Two Fates of Lavish Lifestyle Larry

Okay, he's not really a member of the Financial Integrity wiki community (as far as we know), but this little
vignette from Real Sustainable Habits struck us as a classic FI'er profile.  Read how "Larry" approached
regaining his independence, avoided a Lamentable Fate, and found the true Good Life through money
mindfulness. What Larry learned: ''it is better to act so as to preserve one's independence than it is merely to
act on one's independence.''

Resource: Resilience Circles/Common Security Clubs
 
Read about ways communities can help each other in uncertain economic times.

Resource: Real Sustainable Habits
 
If you're looking for ideas and support for changing your habits to a more sustainable style, check out the
blog Real Sustainable Habits. Witty and relaxed, the blog also offers one of the best descriptions we've seen of
what "sustainable" means in terms of life choices.

In The News
Amid Wall Street Protests, Smaller Banks Gain Favor

Community banking is gaining favor as people seek alternatives to megabanks. Read about banks that operate
as B-Corporations (benefit corporations), such as New Resource Bank in San Francisco, with a focus on
improving communities and the economy as well as bottom lines.

U.S. household and corporate debt load falling at fastest pace since 1950s

In case you didn't catch the good news, a June Wall Street Journal Marketplace report detailed that one reason
the economy isn't rising faster is that Americans are making inroads toward lowering their private debt and
increasing savings.  The author does an overview of a reports out of sources like the Bank of International
Settlements, explaining what every person with Financial Integrity knows: excessive debt impedes prosperity.  In
terms of GDP, growth can be impaired once household debts hit 85% of GDP, so thank goodness people are
getting more financial intelligence, and bringing that debt down from a high of 98% to the current 84%, and
falling.  See the Marketplace article for more details.

In The News: The Low-Down on Prepaid Credit Cards
 
Consumers Union has released a new report showing that using prepaid cards does little to help rebuild
damaged credit, and detailing why there is a need for stronger consumer protections on prepaid cards.  
Download the 2012 report.

Gainful Unemployment and Microjobs

The benefits of a diversified investment strategy are well known. This article explores the benefits of a broadly
diversified personal ''income'' strategy, in terms of flexible and diversified "gainful unemployment," using
strategies much in alignment with FI principles of honoring life energy through wise use of resources. Whether
you're looking for work, or simply looking to maximize your income in line with Step 7 to reach your financial
goals, one option for increasing income is to take advantage of freelance microjobs. Microjobs can offer flexible
self-employment that makes use of your skills, abilities, and preferences to create income and perhaps make
also a difference.
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The Best of Simple Living Forums
Food Prices Rising and How to Save Money on Groceries

Need a reality check on the rise in your grocery spending?  Or tips on frugal menu management for a two-
person household?  How to kick that expensive coffee habit?  Strategies for investing in quality cookware?  Get
input from hundreds of wise people from around the world in the Food & Recipes Forum section at
SimpleLivingForum.net.

Facebook Highlights
Here are a few selections from our Facebook feed this month:

"As with the other misconceptions about money, operating from the myth that money equals acceptance seems
to have some merit... It becomes dangerous only when we lose sight of the fact that companionship, friendship
and intimacy are all available free of charge to people who sincerely extend their love to others. It's when we
equate money with social acceptance that the distortions begin. ... There is no joy in spending money to gain
acceptance but never experiencing true intimacy."  Joe Dominguez & Vicki Robin, Your Money or Your Life

"Buzzword: Strip Bond 
"A bond where both the principal and regular coupon payments--which have been removed--are sold
separately. Also known as a "zero-coupon bond."" -Investopedia.com

"You can tell the ideals of a nation by its advertisements." ~Norman Douglas, South Wind

"You have succeeded in life when all you really want is only what you really need." ~Vernon Howard

"An individual investor can no more understand an entire economy or market anymore than a single lumberjack
can understand everything going on within the Amazon rain forest or the forests of Canada. They don't try. The
successful ones find a bit that they can handle and harvest, wisely and profitably."  -Tom Trimbath, Dream,
Invest, Live

Financial Crossroads with Tim Mauer: Goatees and Bow Ties and other Wall Street No-No's
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Come Join Us 

Transform the World's Relationship With Money 
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help! 
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